RK MILES ANNOUNCES MARVIN REPLACEMENT
WINDOW CONTEST WINNER
RUPERT WINNER CHOSEN BY IN-SHOWROOM VOTE

Manchester Center, VT – June 18, 2013 – Marvin Windows and
Doors retailer rk MILES is pleased to announce Vinny and Kim
Bushee of Rupert, VT as the winners of its recent $5,000 Marvin
Replacement Window Contest.
The contest invited entrants to explain why their windows and
doors needed replacing, with submissions accepted through the
month of May. From June 3rd – June 15th, the public was invited
to visit the rk MILES Doors & Windows showroom in Manchester Center to cast their votes for the winner. The Bushee’s home was
chosen as the Grand Prize winner by public vote. They will receive
$5,000 worth of Marvin or Integrity Replacement Windows for
their home.
In their contest submission, Kim Bushee explained that they, both
Manchester natives, “ Were blessed with opportunity to purchase
their first home in March.” The 1890s Victorian house has not had
much updating and their list of projects continues to grow. “In the
short time that we’ve lived there, we have managed to create quite
the long list of issues that need to be address and fixed. One of the
most important is making our house as energy efficient as possible.”
She added, “we just welcomed our first child on April 22nd, and it
is crucial to us to be able to keep the house at a comfortable
temperature for our new little man.”

Contest Winners Vinny, Kim and Baby Waylen Bushee
of Rupert with Joe Miles.

rk MILES Owner Joe Miles said this contest not only provided a
great opportunity to help out a family, but it also was a chance to
build relationships with potential new customers. “The contest
attracted plenty of foot traffic into our Manchester showroom,”
Miles said. “We were able to have some great conversations with
future customers and learn more about what kinds of projects they
are working on in their own homes. I was impressed by the amount
of entries we received -- that is indicative of the need to provide our
neighbors with quality products that can stand the test of time.”
For more information about rk MILES’ Marvin Replacement
Window contest, or to find out more about how r.k. Miles can help
with your home improvement project, please contact Pete Duffany
(802) 362-1952 or via email at duffanyp@rkmiles.com.
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